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INC: A MECHANISM TO PREVENT HOT AIR RECIRCULATION TO CONVERTIBLE LAPTO

A mechanism to prevent hot air recirculation to convertible laptop with stage hinge design

•

We encounter hot air re‐circulation issue with thermal rear venting to convertible laptop with
stage hinge design. The hot air re‐circulation issue will result in thermal capacity reduction due
to hot air flow back. (as Pic. 1) No fresh cold air can get from the inlet. With those issues, heat
be generated from ICs (CPU/GPU…etc) can’t be removed successfully, this will also cause the
processor performance limitation which result in total system performance reduction.

•

Based on the above situation, we came out an ideal to solve the hot air re‐circulation issue. The
idea is to have a door that prevents re‐circulation of hot air to an x360 convertible with stage
hinge project.

Pic. 1

•

The idea here is to have a flap/door that close the air gap between the panel and base during
clamshell mode.

•

2 proposed implementations are shown, detect the panel rotation during clamshell mode and
either extend or rotate the flap to block re‐circulation to the intake under the base, but retract
back into the base when the physical configuration doesn’t require the block. (Pic. 2 & Pic. 3)

Pic 2.

Pic. 3

The advantages are:
•

Physical method to solve the re‐circulation issue.

•

Less impact to the ID geometry.
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